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But Lin Ziming has gone to the point where he has to stand up. This really
makes him very upset!
Especially, on that day, Lin Ziming still humiliated him like this, so why!
Why on earth!
If this is the case, then Lin Ziming is going to die!
He had already made a complete plan. As long as he poisoned Lin Ziming,
he would definitely get Lin Ziming’s luck. When that time, he could change
his body and replace Lin Ziming.
As for the crime of poisoning a master at the realm of gods, what counts
before he is about to become a master at the realm of gods?
He did cause Hua Guo to lose a god-passing realm, but he can immediately
become a master of God-shaking realm, which is equivalent to losing a
master of God-shaking realm in Hua Guo?
Therefore, this is a perfect solution. He is even very grateful to Chen
Xuejuan. If it weren’t for this woman, he would have had this opportunity in
his life if he caught up with the man Lin Ziming!
His abacus is very good, all the links are calculated, but he has a serious
calculation error, that is, he too underestimated Lin Ziming!
It is true that his poison is very toxic, and the glass of wine just now was
enough to poison tens of thousands of people.
How can Lin Ziming survive?
Indeed, if it had been replaced by an ordinary God-passing realm master,
like the level of Huangpu Dao, he would have died of poison now.
It’s a pity that this person is Lin Ziming, a Lin Ziming who has swallowed a
hundred fruits, cut the hair, washed the marrow, reborn and changed tracks,
and completely transformed, this little poison is really poisonous to him.
Of course, this poison is still very fierce, Lin Ziming is not dead, but it also
tortured him for a while, and his stomach was burned.
“Your abacus is very good, but it’s a pity that I can’t hide it from me. From
the moment you appeared, I knew that you were going to poison.” Lin
Ziming closed his eyes and began to work hard to digest the poison in his
stomach to prevent the poison from spreading. Get out.
His current physique has slowed down, and at the same time he has a clearer
understanding of his body.
After Situ Jing heard these words, he was stunned, and there was panic on
his face, “No, you can’t know me…”
But immediately, he reacted again, even if Lin Ziming knew it, what would
happen? Anyway, Lin Ziming had swallowed the poison, and Lin Ziming
was dead.
Thinking of this, he regained his composure and said with a sneer: “Hoho,
death is approaching, and you want to defraud me? If you know I’m going
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to poison, you dare to drink my wine?”
Lin Ziming still didn’t open his eyes, and said faintly: “I’m just testing my
body, how strong it is already, the mere poison is not in my eyes, Lin
Ziming.”
I don’t know why, when Situ Jing heard these words, he was inexplicably
scared. Especially, Lin Ziming’s calmness now didn’t seem to be desperate
at all.
And more like, the winning ticket is in hand.
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